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TJ Ermoian, President and Founder, CEP
• Pioneer and innovator in Texas deregulation since 2002, operates one of the largest
privately‐owned energy consulting companies in Texas.
• 3 colleges, one useless degree
• Member of the National Solutions Council of the Rocky Mountain Institute
• Interesting facts: Published writer & poet; performing songwriter; worked as an
artist, legal process server, produced a national PBS program; certified as a Boy Scout
and Girl Scout leader; 2 inches shy of world record roller skate high jump in 1980

Leann Willoughby, Executive Assistant, MS, CEP,
• Works with public sector contracts, develops RFPs & written materials, keeps the
company president focused.
• B.A. Tarleton State University (’89), M.A. Texas A&M (’92). Taught at Texas Christian
University, Tarleton State University and several other schools and colleges.
• Interesting facts: Certified personal fitness trainer, had top level NASA clearance,
lived in 6 countries and 4 states, Little Miss New Mexico at age 6

Raul Armendariz Jr., CEP, Director of Sustainability and Solutions
• Conducts onsite visits for schools, provides renewable energy options and peripheral
services to clients. Region One ESC’s dedicated onsite contact employee
• B.S. in Environmental Science at the University of Texas at El Paso
• Interesting facts: 2 years of scientific research in the Alaskan tundra; drum major at UTEP;
Runner‐up Cutest Guy at Texas Energy; mixes a mean mojito

Who are you?
•Superintendents
•Business Managers
•Energy Managers
•Facilities Managers
•Who else is present?

Today’s general agenda
1. About Texas Energy Aggregation
2. How we are different
3. How to participate in the Region One ESC – Texas Energy Center
4. Overview of the industry and what you actually need to know
5. About aggregation and pools
6. How we purchase energy
7. Renewable opportunities
8. Ancillary Services
9. Using the Usage Summary to reduce delivery costs

About today’s agenda
 Today’s presentation will begin at a very high level and will become
increasingly technical into some very useful information especially for
energy managers.
 We will pause presentations frequently for questions, so please take
notes, and ask at the pause.
 If you prefer to discuss your questions privately, we have reserved a large
portion of your dedicated time today just for this purpose at the end of
the day.

Who is Texas Energy Aggregation?
Top Ranked Energy Consultant in Nation
◦ 2015 – Ranked as one of the Top 3 Energy Consultants Nationally by independent
ERCG survey for overall satisfaction by energy providers.
◦ 2014 – Ranked #1 in blind TEPA Survey of the top 30 retail energy providers in the
nation in “innovation, customer service, contract negotiation and business ethics.”
State Licensed Aggregator, Class A & Class IIC
◦ Licensed by the PUC of Texas to aggregate schools and municipalities (License 80149).
◦ Zero PUC complaints filed against us, however, we have filed over 50 successful PUC
complaints against Energy Providers and Delivery companies with 100% success rate
on behalf of our customers
Industry Leader in Consumer Protections
◦ Texas Energy Aggregation initiated, co‐authored, spearheaded and helped pass three
significant pieces of legislation including HB 1064, which helped save schools in Texas
millions of dollars each year in regulated delivery costs.

Who is Texas Energy Aggregation?
o Vetted, selected consultant on 3 statewide interlocal RFP agreements

o Currently serving more than 150 schools, municipalities, and state
agencies
o Procured over 4,000 energy contracts for more than 2,000 clients since 2002
o Texas based, Texan owned, 14 full‐time employees, 75 independent contractors
o Independent from any energy provider, generator, or utility company
o Active members of:
◦ Texas Energy Professionals Association (TEPA)
◦ Texas Energy Managers Association (TEMA)
◦ Texas Rural Education Association (TREA)
◦ Texas Renewable Energy Industry Association (TREIA)

Success Stories
Texas Department of Criminal Justice (TDCJ) (352,968,000 kWh per year)
Texas Department of Criminal Justice began working with Texas Energy Aggregation after Texas Energy
was awarded the Council of Competitive Government contract for the state of Texas in 2011. The
contract that TDCJ has with Texas Energy represents 44 prisons. To date, Texas Energy Aggregation has
saved TDCJ $5,195,491 over the duration of several unique contracts.
City of Temple (33,358,000 kWh per year)
The City of Temple (population 70,190) began working with Texas Energy Aggregation in 2011. From
2011 through 2020, Texas Energy will save the City of Temple $3,939,114 over the life of the contract.
Prior to the City of Temple working with Texas Energy, they were having trouble with adding meters
and deleting meters from their electricity provider. Much to the City Administration’s satisfaction,
Texas Energy handles all customer service matters, such as this, for all of our clients with a simple
phone call to our office.
Alvin ISD (32,707,000 kWh per year)
Alvin is a growing community and the school has plans to add a new high school, two new junior highs
and one new elementary school in the near future. One reason Texas Energy was selected by Alvin ISD
is our ability to work closely and effectively in adding campuses to the ever‐growing district. Alvin ISD
will save $1,492,458 on energy costs, plus valuable time when adding future campuses to the district.

Here’s how we are different
We believe:
•
•
•
•

competition creates value
You want to understand your options
in educating and empowering you to spend the smallest amount possible on energy
in helping you identify emerging opportunities to use the least amount of energy and pay the smallest
amount possible for it

We focus on all aspects of the bill, including delivery charges
We first seek renewable solutions that contribute to social, economic and environmental
sustainability
While all schools have similar goals, you are each unique in your needs
We will give you as much or as little information as you require

How to Participate
Sign the Texas
Energy Center
Interlocal
Agreement

The authorized
Interlocal agreement
with Region One has
been legally approved
to simplify your job.
and provide a copy of
your last bill(s).

Complete &
sign
The LOA

The LOA (Letter of
Authorization) lets
us get your
historical usage
from the delivery
company and
review it for any
issues before get
bids.

Sign the LOE
– Letter of
Engagement

The energy
providers need
the LOE (Letter of
Engagement)
before they will
offer us bids on
your behalf.

Review offers and terms
using your own budget
numbers

We show you the
offers and
compare terms to
your own actual
budget.

The Good News
• Business Managers – we’re going to save you money
• Superintendents – we’ve done this a lot, job security
• Facilities Managers – we understand your challenges
and we have the people and the answers to help
• Energy Managers – There are amazing new
developments available, at no cost

About Aggregation and Pools





Positives
Increased purchasing power
Better input, single voice in resolving any issues
Increased responsiveness from consultants and
providers
Simplified contracts and decision making process

About Aggregation and Pools
Addressing Potential Negatives
 One‐size‐fits‐all approach could limit choices
 Larger members can be made to subsidize the price of the smallest
Solutions
 Individual needs are offered, such as contract length, add/delete
language
 Contracts are executed at the same time to achieve the greatest
purchasing power
 Other complementary loads may be executed at the same time to
achieve greater combined load factor and additional purchasing power

Positives and Negatives of Bidding Schools
Positives
• Predictable load
• Great credit
• Reduced peaks in summer
Negatives
• Low load factor

Texas Ranks #1 in nearly every area of Energy
• Texas ranks #1 in the nation for oil production
• Texas ranks #1 in the nation for natural gas production
• Texas ranks #1 in the nation for quantity of electricity generated
• Texas ranks #1 in the nation for wind energy production
• Texas currently ranks 10th in the nation for solar energy production, although it may
have the greatest potential of any deregulated state

Greatest Challenge is Volatility
• In less than 20 years, natural gas, the primary driver of electricity prices, has ranged from $14.49 in 2005 to
$1.86 MMBTU in 2012.
• Corresponding electricity rates have been equally volatile, with rates fluctuating 300‐400% in the last decade
from 3 to 12 cents kWh.

Competition has changed market fundamentals:
Monopoly vs. Competition
• Utilities have controlled the generation, retail sale, and physical infrastructure of
electricity for last 100 years through a comfortable, extremely profitable, protected
monopoly system.
• Opening the market to competition has driven more innovation and brought about
more industry changes in the last decade than in the previous century.
• Of the 4 big monopoly providers in Texas, none have fared well under competition. All
have faced bankruptcy or have been acquired by national or international corporations
at a fraction of their former value, primarily for their still‐regulated poles‐and‐wires
companies.
• During the last several years, growth among these corporations has primarily occurred
through acquisition of their competition; smaller, innovative companies who have
captured market share from the former monopolies.

Public Utilities Fortnightly headlines from August 2015:
Empowered customers pose a threat their monopolies.

“Disruptive Technology” Game Changers
 Advances in solar technology have made photovoltaics price competitive
with fossil fuel generated power
 Once a solar or wind energy plant is constructed, the energy it produces
is virtually free
 30% Federal tax credits (now extended through 2021) create even greater
incentives
 Emerging energy storage and other new technologies promise “baseload”
solar availability 24‐hour per day on demand
 Sunshine and wind are abundant in Texas, with a predictable return over
the course of any year

Money is Green
Grid Parity: when Levelized Cost of Energy for renewables is equal to or lower than
traditional power, private investment dollars begin flowing into new projects

Long‐term cost
of wind and
solar

Over $3 Trillion in American private equity investment funds
is sitting on the sidelines, looking for what’s next

Long term cost
of nukes and
fossil fuels

Solar and Wind in Texas are highly complimentary

Example; Hours of the Day production, Summer

Georgetown City goes 100% renewable with 144MW Wind, 120MW Solar contracts
http://www.texastribune.org/2015/03/18/georgetown‐goes‐all‐renewable‐energy/

Potential Power Purchase Model
Makes long-term, direct buys from solar/wind buys on power purchase agreements (PPAs)
Unbundles components allowing for comparison of multiple elements not offered by all REPs.
Each commodity is shopped separately for best offer. Wind and Solar are fixed for 20 yrs. The balance of the fixed price
commodity is rebid every 2‐5 yrs
Load %

Years

25%

SOLAR

50%

WIND

100%

REP
5 year REP contract for balance

5

10

15

Solar buy
20 years
25‐35% of total load
fixed price
Mostly peak load
complementary to
wind

Wind buy
10‐20 years
3 year REP contract
25‐35% of total load
fixed price
Mostly off‐peak load
Mostly off‐peak load

complementary to
complementary
to
solar
solar

20

2 year REP contract
1 year REP contract
4 year REP contract
5 year REP contract

50% of load is
fixed for 20 years
with renewables

End of organized presentation

Understanding Load Factor
• Load factor is your average usage compared to
your peak usage
• To a utility company, the ideal customer never
turns anything off
• Higher load factor = better contract rate
• Higher load factor = lower delivery costs
• Peak load shaving increases load factor

ENERGY CALCULATIONS CLASS 1.0
3 PRIMARY FACTORS
THAT DETERMINE YOUR ELECTRIC BILL

ENERGY CONTRACT
Lock in the best contract rate
possible when volatile energy
rates are at a low point

Understanding commercial
demand meters

$

$

COST PER
KWH

KWH
USED
ENERGY MANAGEMENT
Monitor your consumption and
replace outdated lights and
appliances

PEAK KW

UNDERSTANDING DELIVERY TARIFFS
Avoid spikes (when everything is on at once) to increase load
factor and reduce delivery charges for the next year

Solution Services
VALUE‐ADDED SERVICE FOR YOUR ELECTRICITY NEEDS

Utility Bill Auditing
•Historical analysis of utility accounts
• Billing errors / savings opportunities

•12 months for the entire audit process
•Common Errors:
• Meter read errors, billing on incorrect rates, meter malfunctions, etc.

•Real World Examples:
• City of Mart ‐ $5,678
• Aransas County, TX ‐ $8,508
• City of Harker Heights, TX – $16,127

Demand Response
•DR Programs in ERS 10, ERS 30, LR,
SOP
•Participants can earn revenue based
on curtailment
•Capital investment can be paid from
market revenue

Power Factor Correction
POWER FACTOR CORRECTION

POWER QUALITY STUDIES

•Low Power Factor – can strain
power delivery equipment

Equipment failures and nuisance
shutdowns

• Inefficient use of power
• PF utility charges

◦ Causes thousands of dollars

Assessment of issues
Cost effective solutions:
◦ Power conditioning, grounding
improvements, etc.

Other Services
•LED Lighting Retrofit
•Energy Efficiency Financing
•Predominant Use Studies
•Commercial Onsite Solar Installation

Summary of Alternative Energy
•55‐66% of load can be fixed for 20 years to reduce risk and volatility, increase budget certainty
•Purchasing alternative power on a generation level allows the possibility for savings passed through even
in regulated areas and co‐ops (46% TDCJ load is in regulated areas)
•Optimizes advantages of 30% Federal subsidies for the longest possible term, utilizing the latest and best
available technology
•Power purchases are made at the same time for increased leverage. Individual agencies can have their own
contract terms.
•Allows REPs, solar and wind developers to each compete on their strongest merits instead of limited to a
single REPs’ offerings and properties
•Encourages new job growth, innovation and investment in Texas

Solar/Wind Energy is Attractive to State, school and
municipalities
Long‐term budget certainty amidst fluctuating expenses, Federal legislative changes, and
State politics
Many State agencies already own land with limited commercial use which may be ideally
suited for solar installations
The responsibility to visibly lead by example and satisfy state mandates for renewables
Bragging rights for both cost‐cutters and environmentalists
Educational opportunities abound for rest stops, schools, parks, public facilities, etc.

Summary of Benefits
Aggregated purchasing power with some of the largest energy users in the state
No cost of construction for wind/solar facilities
Ability to fix costs for all or part of your load for 10 to 25 year terms
Reduced risk of price volatility and increased budget certainty
Wholesale electricity rates at or below the cost of fossil fuel generation
Peak load shaving to reduce regulated delivery costs
Savings potential even in some regulated areas
Solutions for both budgetary and environmental concerns
Educational, on‐site solar classrooms at no cost, where possible
Brings Federal tax dollars home for the long‐term benefit of Texans
Encourages new job growth, innovation and investment in Texas
Enhances grid security, reliability and sustainability

Texas Energy Aggregation is ideally positioned
to serve the growing needs of “MUSTS”
(Municipal, University, School and Texas State) clients





TEA manages a larger customer load than any pool in the state
State clients have a mandate to support green initiatives when price competitive
MUSTS are the ideal credit risk for long term PPAs
With a 20 year PPA, renewables can meet or beat the best fixed prices offered in the last two decades

WE LOOK FORWARD TO EARNING
YOUR BUSINESS AND YOUR TRUST.
Questions?
Please call 254‐751‐0364

TJ Ermoian, President and Founder, CEP
TJ.Ermoian@TexasEnergyABC.com

Leann Willoughby, Executive Assistant, MS, CEP,
Leann@TexasEnergyABC.com

Raul Armendariz Jr., CEP, Director of Sustainability and Solutions
Raul.Armendariz@TexasEnergyABC.com

712 Austin Ave. Waco TX 76701
Office: (254) 751‐0364

